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RESUME

I am a New York-based designer with over a 

decade of experience delivering work which is 

rooted in insight and craft. My projects span 

design disciplines including brand identity, digital 

media, exhibition and editorial, occasionally all at 

once. I am adept at both the strategic, conceptual 

and formal development as well as the tactical and 

organizational delivery of projects.

I have experience across numerous categories 

including arts and culture, music, architecture, 

tech, hospitality, clinical research, non-profit and 

finance. Clients include Google, Grimshaw and 

many small business and arts organizations.

Most recently my work has been focussed on the 

design of experiences which span multiple touch 

points through strategic analysis and insights, 

brand identity and digital applications.

Outside design my main passions are fine art, 

drawing and painting, photography and music 

making. I studied Fine Art at the Manchester 

School of Art and cut my teeth in design 

studios serving the arts and music scenes of my 

hometown.I am an experienced musician having 

been in a band with an ex-member of The Stone 

Roses. I now play in a live improvisation band in 

New York as well as producing my own music.
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CONTACT

Based in Brooklyn, New York

T (917) 371 3791

E n.nisbet@gmail.com

neil-nisbet.com

EXHIBITIONS

2013 

EQUATION

Singapore Urban Redevelopment Authority

My graphics work for Grimshaw Architects was 

showcased as part of their Equation exhibit at the URA 

for which I also provided identity and exhibition design. 

2008

SUMMER EXHIBITION

Royal Academy, London

I created a triptych print incorporating my own 

photography depicting Grimshaw’s Embodied Energy 

dance performance which was exhibited in the 

architecture room of the prestigious Royal Academy 

Summer Exhibition. 

2005

THE FLIER AS ART

La Vende Gallery, London

My flier designs were exhibited as part of a group 

show of prominent music–related designers at this 

boutique gallery in Shoreditch, East London.

EDUCATION

1997 — 2000

MANCHESTER SCHOOL OF ART

BA FINE ART PRINTMAKING 

I initially chose print due to the wide variety of media 

it offered, specializing in silkscreen print in conjunction 

with graphics software. My degree show consisted 

of found imagery from architecture and cheap 

promotional ephemera silkscreened onto transparent 

surfaces installed in box frames.

FOUNDATION IN ART & DESIGN

My work in Foundation was focussed on drawing and 

painting. A visual essay on juxtaposition in the work 

of RB Kitaj, John Baldessari and Sigmar Polke pointed 

to my subsequent work path and preoccupation with 

juxtaposition of imagery.

TEACHING

2013

GUEST CRITIC AT PRATT INSTITUTE 

Undergraduate Architecture

I was invited to critique students on their second 

and final year studio final reviews at Pratt Institute’s 

undergraduate architecture program.

2014

GUEST CRITIC AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Florence Italy, Visual Communications Department

Guest critic at the Sam Fox School of Art study abroad 

program in Florence, Italy. 

Profile

mailto:n.nisbet%40gmail.com?subject=
http://neil-nisbet.com
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January 2015 — Present

METHOD

Lead Visual Designer 

New York

My work at Method has encompassed a diverse range 

of project scales and types, from pitches to global 

companies to complete business transformation 

for medium-sized businesses. I have relished 

the opportunity to work corroboratively in multi-

disciplinary teams, providing design solutions 

grounded in strategic analysis and insights. Being 

exposed to Method’s approach in which brand 

experience is strategized through every touchpoint 

and integrated into products and services has 

deepened my expertise and enhanced my practise.  

I have provided mentorship to various visual designers 

during my time at Method and have in turn learnt 

much from the many brilliant interactive designers, 

strategists and creative technologists I’ve worked with. 

Notable experiences have included strategy, product 

vision and visual identity for a clinical services company 

in the pharmaceutical trials industry, and presenting to 

the CTO of a global QSR firm.

2008 — 2014

GRIMSHAW ARCHITECTS

Head of Graphic Design 

New York and London

I worked for seven years at Grimshaw, an international 

design and architecture practice, originally in London 

and subsequently at their New York office. As their 

Head of Graphic Design I managing projects across 

their small international team of visual designers 

and touched every aspect of their brand and 

communications. Notable past projects include 

exhibitions in Singapore and Milan, print and digital 

editions of a journal focused on the firm’s investigative 

work and the company’s website and visual identity. 

February — March 2008

McCANN LONDON

Manchester, United Kingdom 

Editorial design and layouts for ad campaigns during a  

freelance position at McCann London. 

July 2007 — February 2008

EAR TO THE GROUND

Manchester, UK 

Identity and event graphics for for retail, hospitality 

music industry labels and promoters.

2007

INDEPENDENT FREELANCER

Manchester, UK 

Visual identity projects for my own arts clients.

March — May 2007

FOUR23 MEDIA

Manchester, UK 

Identity, editorial and experiential design for Adidas.

2003 — 2006

ASTILL & ASSOCIATES

Manchester, UK 

Visual identity and promotional work for arts and 

culture organizations, bars, clubs and music industry.

MID 2002 — 2003

INFLUENCE DESIGN GROUP

Manchester, UK 

Identity, editorial and promotional work for IT, industry, 

real estate and entertainment.

2001 — 2002

A2 DESIGN CO / FACTORY RECORDS

Manchester, UK 

Identity for hospitality and music industry from within 

the offices of Anthony Wilson’s Factory Records.

Experience
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ELEMENTS

Visual Identity

Exhibition Graphics

Interactive Design

Naming

I provided visual identity design, naming and exhibition design for  

this exhibition which focused on Grimshaw Architect’s Industrial 

Design projects. I proposed the title Elements as a reference to 

componentry and designed a bespoke logotype which hints at 

modularity and precision manufacture. I then managed a team of 

designers to produce exhibition graphics including a bespoke app 

which enabled interaction with augmented reality images.
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GRIMSHAW WEBSITE 2.0

Interface Design

IA Concepting

Interface design for the second phase of Grimshaw’s website. 

Prominent messaging  decribes the firm’s distinctive process. 

Below the fold of the homepages ia a prominent philosophy 

statement. All site content falls under three typologies and is 

curated on the homepage beneath the fold.
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NORTHERN FILM NETWORK

Visual Identity

Visual Identity design for an arts organization 

promoting film making in the North West of the 

United Kingdom. The logo evokes both traditional 

film projection and the overlapping colors that 

make up a digital pixel.
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INFOMAP

Interface Design

IA Concepting

Interface design for a bespoke app enabling tracking of new 

business leads and contacts. The intuitive, interface enables 

various location specific information types to be quickly and 

easily added, tracked and indexed. I teamed with a developer 

in an agile workflow to bring the app to fruition.
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EMBODIED ENERGY

Visual Identity

Environmental Graphics

Exhibition Graphics

Identity design and iterations including all marketing materials and 

exhibition graphics for a collaborative dance project exploring 

Embodied Energy; the energy required to produce any goods or 

services. An architectural team developed costumes which the 

dancers could manipulate during a series of impromptu outdoor 

performances in central London. The identity system combining a 

bold typographic lock up with drawings of the nascent costumes 

and my own photography of dancers taken during rehearsals.
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GRIMSHAW BROCHURES

Visual Identity

Brand Strategy

As part of Grimshaw’s visual identity refresh I designed a suite of 

adaptable brochures. The editorial design is highly systematized 

allowing for dynamic changes in content and use while retaining a 

consistent look and feel and a varied rhythm. The books present the 

firms excellent imagery and project information in a restrained fashion 

while also offering a compelling setting for the investigation of their 

distinctive process and approach.
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BLUE 03

Editorial Design

Interactive Content

A bespoke app for Grimshaw Architect’s journal of research and 

development, Blue. I designed the interface, optimized for iPad, 

viewable in both orientations with interactive diagrams and art 

directed production of the app and accompanying printed book  

with a team of designers in New York, London and Sydney.
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1—
NYC

Defining
The  
Future
City

5—
NYC

Playing In
The  
Future
City

2—
LDN

Working
In The 
Future
City

6—
LDN

Economics
Of The  
Future
City

4—
LDN

Navigating
The  
Future
City

8—
LDN

Growing
The  
Future
City

3—
NYC

Housing
The  
Future
City

7—
NYC

Greening
The  
Future
City

Urban Research Unit is Grimshaw 
and FutureCity’s joint research 
project focused on investigating 
issues related to urban design and 
masterplanning.  

URU's Examining the Future City is 
a series of eight panel events in 
2013 examining aspects of urbanism. 
The events will alternate between 
the New York and London offices of 
Grimshaw and are supported by the 
Fellows of the RSA.

Examining
The  
Future
City  NYC

  LDN
1—8

    U R B A N

R E S E A R C H  

U N I T

www.urbanresearchunit.com

URBAN RESEARCH UNIT

Visual Identity

Event Graphics

Identity system for a year-long research project 

exploring various aspects of urbanism.  

The chamfered block was combined with 

typographic and color systems across a series of 

event specific promotional and event graphics.
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EQUATION

Visual Identity

Exhibition Graphics

Interactive Design

Visual identity and exhibition graphics for an exhibit in Singapore 

which explored the theme of biomimicry in the work of Grimshaw 

Architects. I designed marketing materials and key exhibit materials 

then art directed the production of a promotional website, sixteen 

light boxes which incorporated augmented reality images and a 

bespoke app with which to view them. The exhibit was designed  

and implemented in six weeks in a collaborative workflow with 

architects, CGI team and a company specializing in AR technology. 
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BLUE 01

Editorial Design

Datagraphics

Editorial design for the first issue of a journal showcasing Grimshaw 

Architect’s research and development work. Themed around 

Water, Waste and Energy a series of essays explore Grimshaw’s 

infrastructure projects and their commitment to sustainability. In 

addition to editorial design I provided various infographics. The 

book was produced using sustainable energy sources and materials.
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GRIMSHAW VISUAL IDENITY

STRATEGY & DEVELOPMENT

Visual Identity

Brand Strategy

I initiated an overhaul of Grimshaw’s Visual Identity having observed the 

original branding guidelines become outdated and insuffiently adaptable 

for the company’s needs. I led a series of stakeholder interviews and a 

competitive audit which I synthesized with an external company audit 

to create a brand strategy and brief to explore and reimagine the firm’s 

core identity through its key applications.
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GRIMSHAW WEBSITE 1.0

Interface Design

IA Concepting

The site was produced in a very short timeframe without an existing brand message or 

visual language. For the homepage I proposed a focused messaging system pairing a 

single word with a representative project image which also span the firms three main 

regions of business. I also pushed for a fully responsive design optimized for desktop, 

tablet and mobile. I worked with a developer in an agile workflow to realize the project 

in under three months.
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DATA VISUALIZATION Over the years I have produced numerous data vizualizations at range of 

scales and complexity. These have appeared in print and on screen and 

also in exhibitions and in one case as a ten-meter long supergraphic. 

I love taking a set of data or a map and finding ways to express 

interelationships and patterns visually.
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